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Safe moon landing
for Apollo 16 crew
SPACE CENTE* Houston (API Two American astiovits landed
safely on the moon last nign. <o begin
an expedition that was lempor.r'W
threatened by a failure in the main
engine of the Apollo 16 command ship.
Casper
Astronauts John W. Young and
Charles M. Duke Jr thus achieved
man's fifth landing on the moon and
began a
three-day
scientific
exploration on a plateau high in the
lunar mountains.
After a delay of almost six hours.
Young and Duke guided their lunar
lander in a long curving descent from
orbit and brought it to rest among the
Descartes Mountains.
THEY WERE the ninth and 10th
Americans to make a lunar landing but
the first to do so in a mountain region
The third Apollo 16 astronaut.
Thomas K Mattingly II. remained in
lunar orbit aboard the command ship
The main rocket engine problem in
his ship had been isolated in a back-up
steering motor, and Mission Control
ordered the moon landing delayed
while the problem could be studied
A go-ahead for the landing was given
shortly before 7 p.m. EST, and Young
and Duke began their powered descent
to the moon's surface during their 16th
lunar orbit.

THE ASTRONAUTS' planned first
moon'excursion was delayed until II 30
a.m. EST today
It was not
immediately decided by Mission
Control what other effect the late
landing would have on the second and
third surface excursions
Young and Duke are scheduled to
deploy an atomic science station near
the landing site They will also use an
electric car to roam the surface in
search of evidence of volcanoes thought
to have convulsed the moon billions of
years ago to form the bright, rugged
mountains which cover most of the
lunar surface.
Young and Duke ignited the powerful
descent engine on their spindly-legged
lander and began the dive toward the
moon. Because of the delay and the
rotation of the moon under the
spacecraft, the landing site was 20.000
feet off the moon lander's path
A powerful rocket firing corrected
the problem, slowed the craft and sent
it curving downward.

THE ASTRONAUTS were unable to
see their landing site until, at 52,000
feet, they routed the ship and glimpsed
their target for the first time.
Young throttled the rocket engine to
full power and began the final, almost
vertical, ever slower descent
The engine throbbed lor 12 minutes,
gently lowering the craft to a landing

among billowing clouds of dust
Mission Control studied the Apollo 16
problem and determined it was "an
open circuit in the servo loop" or
electronics circuit which controlled the
back-up steering motor of the large
rocket engine.
"We ran exhaustive tests on the
control and structural aspects and
everything looks okay, " said Mission
Control.
Mattingly was preparing to fire
Casper's main rocket when the steering
problem was discovered.
He was to ignite the rocket while the
spacecraft -Orion was orbiting nearbywere behind the moon But when the
two craft emerged and re-established
radio contact with earth. Young and
Duke announced Mattingly had not
lired the rocket engine
Mission Control immediately ordered
the moon landing delay
The broad problem was how to get
the astronauts home if the engine
failed Without the main rocket engine
on Casper, the spacemen would have to
rely upon the powerful descent engine
of Orion to break out of the moon's
gravity This meant the engine could
not be depleted in making a lunar
landing Safety dictated that the
landing had to be delayed until it was
determined that the landing engine
would not be needed to come home

House to draft war bill
forces in the House and is evidence of
their growing strength
PREVIOUSLY
end the-war
measures have passed the Senate only
to be buried in the House
In the view of supporters of the
resolution, the vote binds Democratic
members of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee lo produce an end-the-war
bill within 30 days so the I'ouse can
vote on it.
But at least two members of the
committee who voted against the
resolution said thev don t consider

Study

hr&olc ?

themselves bound, and caucus
Chairman Olin K Teague (D-Tex.i
shared their view
A resolution by Sen Barry Goldwater
(R-Ariz. I to condemn the North
Vietnamese offensive and declare
Senate support for U.S. government
policy in Vietnam was placed on the
Senate calendar yesterday after
Goldwater abandoned his plea for
immediate Senate action
Goldwater said he would try to call u
to a vote later or offer it as an
amendment to another bill.

Jo
"" Po"eml1' ''"hmon (A&S), takes a brook at the audio table in the library.
Was it a language record or her favorite musk thot put her to sleep?

Guard on AAd. campus
By The Associated Press
National Guardsmen took control of

the University of Maryland campus
yesterdaj after three consecutive

Calls for U.S. pullout

WASHINGTON
(API
House
Democrats described the bombing of
North Vietnam as a dangerous
escalation of the war yesterday and
ordered the prompt drafting of a bill
calling for complete U.S. withdrawal
from Indochina.
The resolution, approved 144 to 58.
was the strongest anti-war action taken
so far by the House Democratic
caucus
Adoption of the resolution, which also
denounced the North Vietnamese
offensive, was by far the biggest
victory yet scored by the antiwar

NiMnoiw. by Mfr umm

nights ol violent student protest against
the renewed bombing ol North
Vietnam
After one false start in which a
busload ol guardsmen had to be
recalled from the university grounds.
Democratic Qov. Marvin Mandel
declared a state of emergency and
ordered the soldiers onto the campus in
force
"I'm fed up with this violence and
destruction of public and private
property, and I fully intend to see lhat
it ends." Mandel said earlier, blaming
" a handful' of the University's 95.000
studenls lor the disorders
THE CAMPUS had been reported
fairly quiet in the hours before the
guard look over A noon antiwar rally
tailed lo materalize. and students
strolled lo and from classes in muggy
BO-degree temperatures.

i ndei Mandel s emergency decree, a
» p m curlew was imposed on the
campus proper and adjacent areas The
guard was ordered I" limit access to
(he campus lo persons with official
business, thus providing lor the arrest
and detention ol anyone not having a
legitimate reason i"r being there.
In New York City, antiwar activists
defied a court order and blocked
entrances to eight buildings on the
Columbia University campus Four
otbei classroom buildings remained
open
AnUoch College students took part in
an attempt to block two of the five
gates into Wnghl-Palterson Air Force
Base at Fairborn, Ohio More than 125
demonstrators were arrested.
The protest delayed many workers en
route I" their jobs al the air base
Traffic was diverted to three
unimpeded gales. Estimates of the
number of demonstrators ran as high
as 500 The demonstration had been
scheduled during an Antioch campus
rally Tuesday
In Amherst, Mass , 15 University of

Massachusetts students held a sit-in at
the ROTC building. They were
identified as members of the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War and the
Women's Caucus.
Oberlin. Ohio, college president
Robert W Fuller headed a group of 50
students and faculty en route to
Washington with 1.300 anti-war letters
for presentation to Rep Charles
Mosher(R-Ohio).
THE MAYOR of Ann Arbor. Mich .
Robert J
Harris. University of
Michigan Regent James L. Waters, and
several professors were among 16
persons who offered to go to North
Vietnam as "peace hostages to protect
Vietnamese citizens and American
prisoners of war from American
bombing "
"We agree to spend at least two
weeks each in North Vietnam," they
said in a statement, "until bombing of
that country stops and until all
American military personnel and
material are removed from
Indochina."

Yearbooks-relevancy between the covers?
By Am Hotbmurr
Staff Reporter
The University of Toledo. Princeton
University, the University of Cincinnati
and the University of Chicago are just a
few colleges that have decided to
completely do away with publishing
yearbooks
Studenls today are questioning the
relevancy of yearbooks and of the
ability of a yearbook to meet the needs
of the students.
What is the status of The Key. this
University's yearbook''
Is it also
threatened with extinction by a lack of
relevancy and timeliness?
According to an article in the New
York Times, the editor of the
University of Cincinnati yearbookCincinnat ian--dates the beginning of the
decline of the books to the spring of

1970, when more relevant things than
publication of a traditional campus
record were happening
However. James Gordon, faculty
advisor to The Key. said he thinks the
decline began before that
"A LOT of yearbooks are going oul
of business
We have a problem
because we haven't got a publication
that serves the needs of the students."
Gordon said
He said the sales for The Key peaked
in 1969 at 7.000 and are down this year
to 4.400. According lo Gordon, it is
more than a question of format
"Content puts vitality into a book
They tried splitting the book into lour
parts to make it seem more timely, but
it is still the same old stuff between the
cover. It doesn't seem relevant to your

i the student's l generation," he said
The real story of the school year has
shifted in importance. Gordon said
But it is the tendency of a yearbook to
hi! the same things year after year, he
said
Gordon said the same thing applies to
newspapers. "I get the feeling that
staff members of student publications
think it is beneath their dignity to cover
the campus The publications amount
to the local press and it's their job to
cover the community." he said
ACCORDING
to Gordon, neither
publication is doing the job. He said he
thinks the reason The BG News sales
aren't declining is because "it is
ostensibly free-all you have to do is
stick your hand out and get it."
The Key is especially noted for its
superficial sports coverage. Gordon
said He said the photographers are all
at the game on Saturday, but he asked
where they are on Sunday when the
team is seeing re-runs of the
game, "backward and forward."
"I think the organization and group
shots and the senior pictures should
still stay. They bring in money, just
like advertising does. But this is where
the change comes in. They've got to get
down to the story of education at
Bowling Green," he said
"You need a grade A journalist,
someone who understands the students
and the University and is aware ol
what is going on around him." he
continued
Gordon said he thinks next year's
staff might be able to reverse the
trend, or at least not let it get any
worse.
However, he said because The Key
has always been a low profile yearbook-it comes out once a year-after it is
distributed everybody forgets about it.
"I think it would be more timely il

somehow we could come out more
periodically I'd like to put it oul in 12
parts." Gordon said.
He said he'd like to sec coverage nl
"anything that has an effect on the
lives of the faculty, studenls and
community."
TOM TURNLEY, junior I Ed. I. one
of the co-editors of the 1972-73 Key. said
he doesn't think all yearbooks are
doomed.
"I think yearbooks as they have
traditionally been structured are on the
way out Those that can keep up with
the times and say something to the
students will survive and have a
place," he said.
Tumley said he thinks a lot of
gimmicky things with format are being
tried and some may fail. But he said it
is the right of a student publication to
try new things

$10 to shell oul To change this it's got
to be a quality thing You've got to
have things thai are relevant to what
happened during the year." he said
John said thoughts of a four-part or 12
part yearbook are all nice ideas, but
editors can't shy away from the fact
that one of the main purposes of a
yearbook is lo be a memory book, he
said
JOHN SAID he would like to see
mine in-deplh reporting in a yearbook
He said the Key can take fewer
Stories and cover them better and more
deeply
'Choosing stories is important A
couple ol slories done really well (hat
saj Something important to the campus
community are belter than two-thirds
of a book ol copy (hat doesn't say
anything, he said
Cathy Pratt, senior i A&S I and editor

of the 1971-72 book, said she thinks the
Key is relevant to the Bowling Green
campus
Even though students
complain about the University, they
still want to remember it and need
something to keep on their shelves, she
said.
"There is enough of a groupie thing
with yearbooks that the people in it do
want to see it." she said.
Ms Pratt said she thinks yearbooks
have to be careful when reporting so
they don't become too editorialized.
"Once you print a book, it's done
You don't have an opportunity for
rebuttal to the editorializing." she said.
Ms Pratt said she thinks the decline
in sales is because people didn't like the
idea of a four-volume book
She said
she went back to a one-volume format
for this year's book and is optimistic
about the book's reception.
The book will be released later this
quarter.

"In the past, students were content to
open the book and see their pictures. I
think now they want to see more indepth stones ol topics that interest
them
"We've got to dig in deeper and get
stories out in good displays of pictures
and copy." he said
Tumley said he and Jeff John, junior
(B.A.) and his co-editor, haven't
decided on a format for next year,
although they plan to give more
meaningful coverage of the University
community
According to Tumley. meaninglul
coverage depends on selection of
material and coverage of it,
John said the old concept of a
yearbook as a book of pictures of
seniors and organizations is becoming
a dinosaur (becoming extinct l
"As important as lhat is the
economic problem. Yearbooks are
expensive here and not everybody has
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megovern offers policy change

ban lifted
to

Tomorrow the student body will have the chance to prove to the
administration that it can handle a privilege that should have
never been revoked
Student body president Jeff Sherman said Wednesday the rock
concert ban. enforced since last May's Festival of Life, will be
temporarily lifted this weekend for the Ohio Peace Action Council
i OP AC) concert
Sherman indicated if Saturday's concert
goes off as the
administration wants it and the law dictates,'' the ban will be
permantly lifted
We say it won't come a minute too soon
The ban was imposed because some students allegedly
damaged University facilities or blatantly indulged in drug usage
during the Festival of Life
The University's solution to the drug problem and rowdy
students makes little sense to us since concerts don't create a
student's frustrations They only provide a setting more
conducive to releasing these frustrations.
Rock concerts aren't at the heart of the University's problems
We hope the administration realizes that this weekend

fight disease
Sickle cell anemia is a hereditary disease affecting the red
blood cells This incurable disease is one of the major killers of
black people
A drive to raise money for research of sickle cell anemia is
presently being conducted by the Sphinxman Club of the Alpha
l'hi Alpha fraternity
This is not just a black problem Disease is everybody's
problem.
Sickle cell anemia research is a matter of life and death and we
urge donations to reflect a concern (or life.
Canisters will be available for donations through Saturday in
the Union, the Library, the Administration Building and the
dormitories Support the fund raising drive

uncle beniio

By 1.. Edward Shack. Jr.
Guett Faculty ( olumnlit
Editor's Note: The following li the
fourth of a serin of columns describing
the assets of the presidential caadldatrs
appearing on the May I Ohio primary
ballot
The national elections of 1972 project a
possible watershed decision. This is not
because of any particular new group of
votei s
There is however a most unusual
disenchantment
with
the political
establishment in the United States. This
disenchantment is with both the nature
of the leadership within the Rebublicrats
and Demicans and the integrity of
individual leaders
It is an old political saw that voters are
looking for "new leadership.'' I am
convinced that this time the voters are
looking really for policy innovation as
well as new faces and new noises
Both in national and international
areas of conduct, and these are
inextricably woven
together and
mutually inlluential. policy in the post
World War II era has been spasmodic
reflex
The present intensity of the desire for
real change is dramatically the result of
the dishonesties, carelessness, and the
lack of logic inherent in our 25 year anticommunist crusade which are very
slowly being grasped by the average
voter
By this process the confusions and
inadequacies of government operations
in terms of ameliorating internal social
conflict and economic inequities are
being bared
WE'RE FINALLY REALIZING in this
country that insipid cliche-dominated
tossing out of money is not settling
internal problems, nor is our turkeyshoot war in SEAsia as much fun as it
used to be for the dominating war-lovers
among Americans
We elected the current President on
the ground that he was going to "bring us
together " Instead we have seen emerge
a counter racism of blacks which
threatens to equal Hie traditional and
repugnant white racism

The Man was also elected because he
was going to end the war-with a series of
powder-in-the-eyes arguments and
sleight-of-hand activities later added up
under the column of "Vietnamization'-in effect the same policy which had
failed during 20 years of FrancoAmerican efforts preceding those of the
Nixon Administration
Our level of violence in Indochina has
rather increased during the Nixon
Administration
Policy and purpose
cannot forever be disguised by
misleading and obfuscating rhetonc--we
hope
AS
A MINIMUM, governmental
efforts during the past three years have
made extremely modest inroads in areas
of major social problems dogging our
lives, and our international relations can
(airly be called chaotic
Convulsive reflex to unavoidable crisis
has been a mark of these times, times
which actually demand major policy
changes
I believe I detect an end of the road"
mood on the part of many desperate
voters. People may at long last be tired
of the old rouline American politics
which puts premiums on showmanship,
dissimulation and cynicism
There would seem to be a golden
opportunity for the Democrats to make
Nixon a one-term President, of course,
but more importantly to effect dramatic
and watershed changes in American
politics.
Unfortunately the two Iront runnersand in spite of Wisconsin these have to be
Senators Muskn- and Humphrey at this
point, if perhaps not in that order
project nothing essentially new in either
style or policy
We have, in effect, two candidates who
offer new style. Governor Wallace and
Senator McGovern American voters in
large numbers have spent their
frustration in support of Wallace One
can't be sure whether this is throwing in
the towel in desperation, reflective of a
dangerous degree of masochism, or just
fey adventuring Hopefully the innate
caution of the American voter will
prevent George Wallace from getting Ihe
nomination

FORTUNATELY

WE

have

bird of the year
THe BG news
An Independent Student Voice
By Clady Suopls
Editorial Kdlior
Dear Uncle Beniio.

Next question "Do you think you can
sufficiently disguise your arms and
ankles *a> that your roommate and
friends can'l recognize you on the held

Editorial Staff
editor
kathleen m. fraze
managing editor
damon v. beck
ossisUiiii managing editor. . harold a. brown
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cynthia a suopis
makeup editor
katherinel. ballon
sports editor
jack n. carle
chief photographer
keith h. meiser
copy editor
lisa m. boulanger
entertainment editor
gale e. bogle

or the court?"
"I've been noticing a tew signs around
campus asking tor students lo apply [or
Freddie Falcon 1972-73
Freddie Falcon is a mystery student
who dresses up like a bird tor the football
and basketball games Ke is a promoter
o( team spirit. University athletics
crowd unity and parakeet seed
Alter Freddie serves his term, be is
revealed to the campus community in a
ceremony usually attended by two oi
three concerned students who are
anxious lo see the sweaty Freddie mil
stand up straight in tilth
Last year at this time. I happened to be
walking hy the mysterious room when
The Freddie Falcon For Progress
Committee
was
screening the
applicants
i couldn't believe the
questions that were being asked \s tar
.is i i an remembet Uncle il went
something like this
THE FIRST QUESTION was
Why
would you like to dress up like a fakofl
and display yoursell to a faction ol the
human species known as tans
II the applicant answered that he has
experience in this ion ol activity, it is
likely he will be chosen on the spot II has
been proven that all the Freddie Falcons
have never belore dressed up in a bird
costume and pranced belore thousands
ol people i II he or she says they enjoy
making people laugh then the studentbird applicant is placed in the possible'
file
Do you think you can get the tans
aroused to cheer lor the team especial.y
it the team Is losing?"
II the student says the team usually
tinds itself in that position and the
challenge to arouse the fans does not rest
with Freddie, he will surely be turned
down in the final analysis We all knowBowling Green teams are winners.
On the other hand, if the applicant
'.answers this question by promising to
climb the stadium press box. Hash signs
to the crowds and flirt with the
cheerleaders, then he will be placed in
the possible file
THEN THE COMMITTEE asked the
question
Do you have time for extracurricular activities like this'1' If the
student tells the interviewer that he
always has time for the University, then
the committee will give him the big
birdie job. in addition to a few other
positions in the University that have
been neglected by its present occupants

If the applicant answers by saying he
has no friends, or roommate, he loo may
gel hired on the spot To preserve the
security and name of the University, a
virtually unknown student dressed as a
bird would be the best thing
However. Ihe effect of being Freddie
Falcon on this person may have some

psychological drawbacks. If the only way
this guy can get some friends and
attention is by putting on a birdsuit. he
may not want to lake the birdsuit off
when his year is up The University loses
a birdsuit and the Mental Manor gains a
member.
Then came Ihe comments by the
applicants themselves One said he was
working on a procedure whereby he
could fly if the wind was right. The
applicant then sat down when he was
asked how he planned to fly during the
Indoor basketball games
Another said he wanted to be Freddie
Falcon so he can make his girlfriend
jealous by telling her he is spending the
evening or Saturday afternoon with
someone else
The final candidate told the committee
that the entire Freddie Falcon idea was
absurd He suggested the mascot be
something more relevant like a student
dressing up as a Unionburger or an
Oflenhauer Tower
THE HEARINGS were over and the
applicants filed out of the room and
awaited the verdict.
The committee chose the student with
the nice ankles and school spirit
Somehow the two are synonymous
He was happy to hear the news
The other bird contenders showed their
sportsmanship and shook the new
Freddie's claw, swearing on a golden
perch they wouldn't reveal his identity
The new Freddie Falcon slipped into
his birdsuit and fluttered his wings as he
went outside to meet the fans
I touched the new Freddie when he
went by me He probably doesn't
remember me stroking his feathers I
remember him though. I remember how
proud and cool he looked as he slipped
into his Ford Falcon and drove away to
the stadium
And in case anybody is wondering, this
man truly is consistent with the goals of
the University. This bundle of spirit is a
creative experimenter of education, life
and liberty.
This is Freddie Falcon

a

candidate in George McGovern who
offers not only a change of style, but a
change of policy
"I am sick of this exhausted word,
"charisma." For those who think
Senator McGovern might not have this
asset-if that is what it is—I would say
that I prefer forthright honesty and
directed, disciplined intelligence
Senator McGovern is the best formally
educated of Hie candidates: but he
doesn't wear his Ph. D on his sleeve. It
is comforting to have a candidate who
had to learn to respect facts as well as
polemic and hot air.

opinion
Senator McGovern is the only combat
veteran among the candidates who was
actually shot at Because he understands
war. he is disgusted by militarism And
the next President has got to be in a
mood to face up to the militaryindustrial complex-which is not merely
a cliche.
This society has got to get over its
medieval
preoccupation
with
slaughtering the latest "enemy'' which
the troops and the merry merchants of
war accoutrement dream up
McGovern is the only candidate wno
has also offered a positive "in depth"
analysis of the flow of our life blood into
the man of the machinery of war.
together with plans for a change
McGovern has discussed at length the
specifics of our national problemsinflation maldistribution of income and

power, race relations, environmental
pollution, and bureaucratic corruption.
In Wisconsin, for example, he ignored
the Motherhood and baby-kissing scene
and stuck to the issues, most specifically
in that campaign tax reform and
inflation.
I think the American voter is
maturing, through Hie pain of selfrealization, to the point where he wants a
candidate who knows what he is talking
about and is willing to talk details.
SUPPORT FOR MCGOVERN will at
least offer a proper alternative to Nixon
Agnew and give us a chance to change
both style and policy, at least in the
White House
I suggest that by November the mood
of Ihe country-projecting continuing
inflation during Hie next six months and
a continuing, probably enlarged U.S
military intervention in SKAsi.i will be
strong for carefully-prepared but drastic
change
We will above all need a man who
comprehends the inseparability of what
is usually identified as "foreign" and
"domestic''
policy outlook
and
formation
Thoughtful voters of whatever lifestyle have everything to gain by
considering Government by McGovern
So far as I am concerned the main losers
from a McGovern victory would be those
American corporate and Service types
who have grown rich and powerful in and
by war
My blood doesn't flow too easily for
these hitherto ever-valued elements in
our society How about vours''

Lerrers
tv freak out
I wonder if BG News readers are
aware of one of the few truly inexpensive
entertainment values around these days.
All you need is a TV set. (color is best,
black and white fine I and Hie mindaltering substance of your choice You
can even enjoy it straight, if you're so
inclined.
Turn to Channel 6. If you have
cablevision. you'll have to disconnect the
cable- no great loss.
Adjust your fine tuning knob and. oddly
enough, you'll hear WBGU-FM through
your TV speaker This. I'm told, is due to
the fact that Channel 6 and WBGU share
the same frequency
YOU'LL DISCOVER that you're
watching the conversion of audio
impulses into visual form, not unlike an
oscilloscope of sorts.
Soon you'll recognize the different
horizontal line patterns that different
tonal qualities produce
Low-pitched tones, a singer's voice,
for example, create 3 or 4 dark wide
bands, treble notes and percussion
instruments cause a profusion of tiny
lines to dance across your screen, all in

perfect synchronism with the music
Extremely absorbing. (This is not.
incidentally, an endorsement of WBGU.
since most of their programming
overall, leaves a lot to be desired >
But in terms of a true experiment in
audio-visual communication, right in
your own living room, it's a must. Try it
You'll like it. It beats Marcus Welby

MarkScheerer
145 Manville

so they say
Bud Winquest, a consultant for the
Nursing Home Association in New York,
testifying before an Ohio House
subcommittee on the conditions of
nursing homes in Ohio:
"They (the eMerty) simply Jest don't
react. The pUta facts are yea can't
aspect te evacuate them hi ease el a Ore.
What yea have la da Is provide a safe
It."

Business Staff
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vaugHn e rockhold
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let's hear from you
The Bt! News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor. CO The BG News 106
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Will WAS

Your loving niece

LET A THOUSAND FLOWERS BLOOM
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Group wants student involvement

SBO seeks charter report opinions
By Barb Brucker
A subcommittee created
by the Student
Body
Organization iSBO> is nowaccepting
student
recommendations on the
Charter Commission report
What we want to do is
involve all students in the
Charter Commission, Mid
Pete Kotsatos chairman ol
the five-member subcommittee and
student
represenlastoive
to the
Board of trustees
K ot s a t os
said
his
committee wants to hen
from individual student! as
well as v arums sludent
interest groups
LAST
WEEK.
the
subcoiumitt v
sent
out
letters asking student groups
\o submit recommendations
on the Charter Commission
Kotsatos said there has

This machine, installed lent Friday in the
Math-Science Bldg. to read IBM cards, has
already seen its share of problems. It is used
by students in computer courses.

been no response as yet
if
a p p ro v ed,
University charter

ihe
would

China pledges support
against U.S. aggression
SANTIAGO. Chile 1AP1 China condemned U.S.
bombing raids in North
Vietnam and told a 140country U N trade meeting
here yesterday it supports
the underdeveloped Third
World against American
plunder and prof iteering
Chinese
Deputy
Commerce Minister Chou
I'au-min stated his country s
position in a speech to 3.000
delegates attending the
UNCTAP III (Trade and
Development Conference!.
Pis words seemed to dim
the glow that had surrounded
U S -China relations after
President Nixon's trip in
February
The Chinese government
and
people strongly
condemn U.S. imperialism
for its criminal acts of war
expansion"
in North
Vietnam.
Chou
said.

Absentee ballot
applications still
available here

pledging his country s "allout support for the North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong
in their war against 1 S

aggression "
THIS WAS China's first
appearance at
UNCTAD
since the organization was
formed in 1964 There was
applause when he finished
'China is a developing
country and belongs to the
Third World.'' Chou said
Since the founding of the
People's Republic of China,
the Chinese people have
broken through a
tight
blockade imposed by
imperialism.
withstood
terrific foreign pressure and
built our country into a
socialist state
"However.
imperialism
and reactionaries are bound
to obstruct the struggle for
complete
independence
waged by the developing
countries." he added "The
United
States
of
America, has carried out
aggression and expansion
everywhere in a vain
attempt to stamp out the
revolution of the oppressed

Applications for absentee
ballots may be obtained in
the Office of Voter
Facilitation. 325 Williams
Hall
They
must be
received by the local board
of elections no later than
April 27
However. Greg Jackson,
director of the Office of
Voter
Facilitation
recommends
that
applications be mailed early
so that ballots may be
returned on time
Applications do not have to
be notarized, but absentee
ballots must be signed by a
notary public
Notary publicswill be in the
voter facilitation office
today from 8am to 3 p m.
Information
about
candidates running for office
in
Wood County is also
available in the voter office
The information has been
made available by the
League of Women Voters

GREENVIEW
APTS.

Love Thy Neighbor

peoples and achieve world
hegemony
The United
States has all along pursued
a policy of expansion and
plunder and proliteering at
the expense ol
other

countries
CHOC CONTENDED that
the
prose n <• e
01
representatives ol tinpuppet cliques of South
Korea. South \ ictnain and
Cambodia at UNCTAD III
is totally illegal

• Pool Hec

and Laundry Rooms
• Ox Roast
• Serious, but
Swinging Management

the

SBO

ARTICLE

II

sels

The Charter Commission

determined the University
Assembly
shall
be
composed ol representatives
from the University student
body, graduate student body.
(acuity and administration
The charter provides (or
~t (acuity representatives. IT
undergraduates
representatives,
five
graduate
representatives and II
administrative representatives,
including the
president and provost
ACCORDING
to the
(barter Commission report,
the University Assembly
shall

policy-making
councils,
through amendments to the
charter
-Initiate procedures lor
amending the charter and
bylaws
-At least every eight
years, through a special
commission, undertake an
evaluation of the University
with respect to its goals and
performance

-Discuss and debate
issues of concern to the
University community
-Develop statements of
position on policy issues
-Review policy council
legislation
"Respond to recommendations
--Direct recommendations
to appropriate legislative

bodies
Adjudicate junsdiclional
conflicts
Establish ad hoc
committees to consider
policies
lie responsible lor
establishment or abolition of

PARTS A and B of Article
X deal with the Student
Affairs Council and the
Student Services Council
The Student Affairs
Council shall promulgate
and recommend policies
dealing with all nonacademic matters related to
the general welfare of the
student
population." the
report said

Cambodia territory taken

steering

committee
KOTSATOS

laid

the

Subco m mitt ee w o u I il
consider
any
recom
mendaltons it receives and
"try to respond to student
needs
sun the Graduate Student
Senate and Faculty Senate
ma) reject the charter
ratify it as n stands. 01

submit amendments
NO deadline has been set
[01 ratification, according to
Kotsatos However, he said
it is important that students
send then recommendations
to him ai MM Student
Services Bldg as soon as
possible
Since it 1 the charter 1
deals with the students we
leel
It's
important.
Kotsatos said
He said
Articles II IV and X wercol
particular interest to tinstudent IKKIV

Viet Cong aim Saigon
S \u;ii\ API

Waves ol

enemy
troops
in
overpowering
strength
seized a SO mile stretch ol
Highway 1 in eastern
Cambodia yesterday posing
another potential threat to
Saigon, 40 miles down the
road
\l the same time, North
Vietnamese troops and tankstruck savagely .it An Loc in
.1 renewed attempt to seize
that provincial capital, (0
miles north ol Saigon
Cambodian officers
suggested that the enemy
aim is to seize all ol Svay
Hung Province In cistern
Cambodia.
thereby
reestablishing border bases

for joining the offensive in
South \ ictnain
The Viet Cong has made no
secret ol the (act that the
ultimate ami ol the offensive
is lo capture Saigon
THE COLLAPSE of a
large part of Svay Hieng
Pro\ nice opened a new route
lor enemy lorccs either to
threaten Saigon from the
west,
or
lo
pu I h
south-eastward into the
Mekong Delta
The
fallen Cambodian
positions included Prey

The Student Services
Council shall serve as an
arm of the Student Affairs
Council." the report said.
"The
council will
formulate
policies
pertaining to the University
Student
Financial Aid
program, the University
Health
Center,
the
University
Placement
Center, the University
Counseling Center, and such
other student services
agencies as any at some
time be needed
Student recommendations
are not limited to these three
articles, but Kotsatos said
these areas "demand total
student involvement."

Phau, close to the (mini
where Pighway I crosses the
border into South Vietnam 40
miles west of Saigon The
province capital of Svay
Hieng. 2.ri miles farther west,
was under heavy enemy
piessure.
Cambodian
officers reported
Much of the Cambodian
sector bad been patrolled by
Saigon troops until March 30,
when the North Vietnamese
opened their general
offensive, forcing the
pu 11 bac k
of
South
Vietnamese forces.

JARTING FRIDAY —

Fresh-baked Turbot only $2.95

Young
Republicans

FRI. & SAT. — (9 P.M. - 1 A.M.)

Guitarist Jim Lynch
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

TODAY

SUNDAY SPECIAL —
A r HAM or CHICKEN DINNER

CALL:
372-1706
372-4401

Nol long ago everybody wot or to il seems limes
change And so do many sales careers, for example. We
find this is true lo an extent in our business Because,
typically. Ihe person we hire already has some telling
experience in another line of work Chances are. loo,
he was successful. But now, greener patluret beckon.
What do we offer such a person? Expert supervision and
training when he starts and above-average earnings
at he progresses. An annual income high in Ihe fivefigure bracket is not uncommon for services rendered
in our business: designing financial plans for individuals
and businesses. Think ai.o-.-t il And then if you're interested in talking about il, call Bill Coulacos at 2442638 in Toledo

ALL WOMEN INTERESTED IN

OPEN RUSH

(his is

only $2.50

call now lot reservations
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353-7675
945 S. MAIN
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CAMPUS FLICKS

SAVE ON SLIDES-MOVIES- BIW PRINTS, TOO

North & South

This low pnee sa*« you up to S0°o Over usual dm* itore" prices,
rushes high quality color prints bach to your door m |jst a le* days Try
the Mm service used on many mid-west and southern campuses

NOW TAKING DEPOSITS
for Fall Quarter and
Summer
School
—. ...
,

SO CASY. SO CONVENIENT
just use your own en.. ,pe and the coupon
below Fill m name and address, write name on roll or cartridge, enclose
coupon and remittance Or, use the coupon lo Ret f In* mailers and discount coupons, order film and Hashes at low prices
a better deal than
"free" Mm Savings and processing quality guaranteed

YOUR ORDER MUST INCLUDE THIS COUPON -

Apartments Assigned on a
first come - first served
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Reg. 5.50
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Vi PRICE COLOR PRINTS?
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Jerseys, Tanks, Tee's

LEE MARVIN

315F Student Services

p"

352-1195
12-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Kurt Wacker, all members
,it

up

guidelines
for SBO
According to the report SBO
shall represent those
undergraduates who are
regularly
enrolled
in
University
degree
programs
The basic
purpose ol SBO shall t>, to
organise lor the purpose ol
providing
programs and
services
wh ich
are
reflective of student
interests
Article IV outlines the
organization ol the proposed
University
Assembly
KotsatOS soul student
influence in this area is verj
important

JOIN THE

RENTING FOR FALL
• land2Br Apts
• 9 and 12 Mo Leases

replace the Charter ol the
Bowling lireen State
University Kaeulty. the
Grant ol Powers tor Student
Participation in University
Government,
the Con
stitution of the Student Body
of Bowling Green State
University, and the Constitution of the Graduate Student
Senate
Kotsatos
said
the
subcommittee has been
working on
Us own
recommendations on the
charter tor about
tour
weeks
other members of the
subcommittee are Bill
Vrnold
coordinator ol
academic affairs, and Man
Jewell. Jan H.indall and

OFFICE
Winthrop South - 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Op«n 9-5

Phone 352-9135

All Shirts
Printed When You
Order - NO
WAITING
— Special Team Prices —
S
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Study reveals 'new voter' preferences
By Terry Ryu
AiMctatcd Pretf Writer
A study of the first four
presidential
primaries
shows young voters in
campus communities gave
strong support to liberal
candidates while the rest of
the newly enfranchised
group failed to demonstrate
a
discernible
voting
preference.
The nonstudenl young,
who make up about 65 per

cent of the 18-to-20-year-olds.
appeared to have been more
influenced by the politics of
mom and dad than by the
persuasiveness of the
politicians
The exception was the
college student To get some
measure of how the new
voters cast their ballots in
the primaries to date.
Associated Press bureaus in
New Hampshire. Florida.
Illinois and
Wisconsin
examined the results, talked

with young people and
gathered opinions from
election officials and party
leaders
IN AM. FOUR slates,
liberal candidates ran very
well in campus precincts
where
there
were
concentrations of young
voters
However,
the
winning margins they piled
up in campus communities
were substantially reduced
at
the
county
or

congressional district level
and made no significant
impact on statewide figures.

MCGOVERN delegates
won handily in precincts
near Eastern
Illinois
University in Charleston.
III., but Muskie delegates
won every seat from the
22nd Congressional District.

proportion of the vote."
Results
from
two
congressional districts in
Illinois illustrate how the
campus support of liberal
candidates was absorbed at
the county level In selecting
delegates to the Democratic
National Convention, voters
in both districts chose
between delegates pledged
to Sen. Edmund S Muskie of
Maine or Sen George S
McGovern of South Dakota,
the more liberal of the pair

"If you look at returns
from places like Dane
County, home of the
University of Wisconsin, and
other areas, it does not seem
that there is that much
difference," said J. Austin
Kanney, a political science
professor at the university
"The candidates run in about
the same order, the same

McGovern delegates also
won the top six spots in
precincts that include the
University of Illinois in
Champaign. Ill Only four
won delegate spots when the
total vote of the 21st

THIS SPACK DONATED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE OF THE BG NEWS

OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT
WOOD COUNTY, OHIO

To vote for all candidates in a grouping, pledged to the same First Choice for President, place an "X" in not more than one of the
large rectangular spaces preceding the First Choice for President of such candidates.
To vote singly for not more than 38 candidates, place an "X" in the rectangular space at the left of each such candidate's name.
If you tear, soil, deface or erroneously mark this ballot return it to the precinct election officials and obtain another ballot.
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to the National Convention

Mark only one large square If voting for an entire
slate of delegates pledged to the same first choice for
President. If you wish to vote singly for delegate
candidates, do not mark the large square but instead
mark thirty-eight small squares at the left of each
such candidate's name.
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GEORGE McGOVERN
GERALD J. AUSTIN
JUDITH A. BELL
HARRISON KLACKMONI)
GAYLE S. CHANNINC
CHARLES J. COLE
JAMES P. DOUGHERTY
VERNON DUNLAP, JR.
VERNICE D. HAMPTON
JOYCE RENEE HARVEY
GEORGE JACK HEIL
ISABELLE HENDRICKS
LEONARD H. HINDS
DAVID L. HORN
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11
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n
n
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n
11
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THADDEUS J. JACKSON
FLOYD B. JOHNSON
MEKILYNN Z. KAPLIN
DAVID LELAND
HELEN LELAND
JOHN TIMOTHY LEONARD
PETER B. LEWIS
JOHN T. LOONEY
LINDA A. MANNING
MILDRED R. MARTIN
ROBERT B. McALISTER
DAVID D. MCDONALD, JR.
MARY ANN McGRORY

n
i i
n
n
n
n

HETTY JANE GAFFNEY
JOHN J. G1LLIGAN
KOSALIE P. GINSBERG
JOHN 11. GLENN, JR.
RONALD L. HOOKER
MARTIN J. HUGHES
11 DEBORAH A. JEZIOROWSKI
11 HELEN B. KAKPINSKI
ANN LADD
i i NELSON LANCIONE
FRANK T. LESEGANICH
ESTHER K. MAYL
G MARY JANE McDONALD

n
n
n

precincts in Gainsville that
include portions of the
University of Florida
Statewide, he received only
six per cent of the vote.
The bulk of the youth vote,
however, was cast by whiteand blue-collar workers,
housewives, secretaries and
other young nonstudents
While there are no hard
statistics, many observers
think this vote did not go as
heavily to liberal candidates
as did the youth vote in
college towns and cities.
At present, there are II
million
young
people
enfranchised by the 26th
Amendment and some 14
million 20-to-24 year-olds
eligible this year to cast
their first votes for
president This 25-millionyouth bloc is included in a
U.S. electorate of 140 million
voters.

Embryology talk
^cfi.mi |
cites advances
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LOIS E. MEYER
ZANE L. MILLER
PAUL A. NIDICH
WILLIAM G. PICKREL, JR
A DELE G. ROSENBLUTH
ALBRECHT SAALFIELD
DOROTHY J. SEEBERGER
JUDY B. SHEERER
RICHARD SKLAR
C. A. WALTERSCHIELD
PAUL A. WOELFL
JUDITH A. ZIMMER
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C. J. McLIN, JR.
THOMAS E. MORGAN
ELSIE REAVEN
JOSEPHINE RICHLEY
RAYMOND P. ROSS
JOSEPH F. SEDIVY
JOE SHUMP
BABETTE L. SIRAK
JOSEPH TOMASI
CHARLES A. VANIK
MARCIA I). WARDEN
STEPHEN M. YOUNG

I'n.I i heir* for PnalaVnt, Georc* MrGarirn
Second Iholc* (or Preside*!, John W. DoDglu

lint Choir* far I'ta-idnn

EDMUND S. MUSKIE
HERMAN B. BLANKENSHIP
WILLIAM P. BOWEN
CHRISTOPHER F. BUCHANAN
PEGGY J. BURKE
JOHN J. CARNEY
BILLY J. CASSTEVENS
DARIA YLRKIN CELEBBEZZE
HUGH A. CORRIGAN
MICHAEL V. DJSALLE
GERTRUDE W. DONAIIEY
BARBARA I. EASTERLING
VERA L. ELLIOTT
GEORGE L. rORHKS

Congressional District was
tabulated
On the Republican side,
liberal challenger Paul N.
McCloskey Jr.. a California
congressman, drew 52 per
cent of the vote in Hanover.
N.I!., home of Dartmouth
College, and 37 per cent of
the vote in Durham, N.H.,
site of the University of New
Hampshire
McCloskey drew 20 per
cent of the statewide vote
and dropped his presidential
bid five days later
In the Democratic race in
New Hampshire. McGovern
received 79 per cent in
Durham
Statewide.
McGovern received 37 per
cent of the vote.
IN FLORIDA. McGovern
garnered a majority of the
votes cast in precincts near
Florida State University in
Tallahassee and in three

Dr. Robert Francoeur. an
associate professor of
experimental embryology at
Fairleigh Dickinson University, said Wednesday one
out of every 200 children is a
product
of
artificial
insemination-and that's a
conservative estimate.''
Dr.
Francoeur
said
because of advanced medical technology, it will be
possible in the next 10 years
for man to reproduce
asexually. meaning a male
human could produce a baby
without a woman

He said man's power to
produce embryo transplants
has come from two sourcesconcern over human suffering and the need to remedy
disease, and a desire to
improve the quality of life by
eliminating birth defects
Dr. Francoeur said artificial insemination helps
produce much of the food
eaten every day by Americans
Ninety-five per cent of
all cattle in this country
today are produced b>' artificial
insemination.''
he
said "Fifty million sheep,
four million turkeys and a
million pigs are also produced in this country by artificial insemination."
Dr Francoeur ended the
speech by posing
ethical
questions to the audience,
such as "Is sterility a
disease, or does a doctor
have a right to help this
person get a child0"
Ifou* Future
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HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
THEODORE M. BERRY
CONNIE M. BEUM
R. M. BLAKEMORE
JOHN A. BLUM
HOMER E. BUSSA
WILLIAM L. COLEMAN
EDWARD DAVIS
JOSEPH T. FERGUSON
ANN FLECKNER
ALBERT M. HAWKINS
ROBERT L. HILL
JAMES N. IAFEIJCE
JOHN F. KENNEDY

FRANK W. KING
D EDWARD LAMB
I 1 CHARLES LARRY
ROSEMARY DUFFY LARSON
SEBASTIAN LUPICA
HARRY MAYFIELD
CAROL A. McCLENDON
11 DAVID MCDONALD
PEARL S. MOON
CHARLIE E. NASH
MORTON NEIPP
OLIVER OCASEK
CHARLES L. PANCAKE
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MICHAEL G. PIERCE
CHARLES N. PINZONE
ALBERT S. PORTER
MARY C. PORTER
FRAZIER REAMS, JR.
FRAN RYAN
M. E. SENSENBRENNER
RANDALL W. SWEENEY
ROBERT E. SWEENEY
ROXIE D. THORNTON
□ CLAYTON E. UMBLES
RENEE L. VANHEYDE
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HENRY M. JACKSON
ALLEN P. ADLER
ETHEL L. ALLAN
WILLIAM H. ALLEN
HELEN B. BIEHL
JAMES E. BLACKBURN
PAUL BLACKMAN
DAVID J. BROWN
PALMA J. BUNTING
MARY IL CIMPERMAN
ROBERT A. COHEN
HELEN A. DUER
LAWRENCE W. DUGGAN
BRUCE L. FISHER
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a RALPH T. FISHER
Q PATRICK L. GKRITY
MADELINE GILLOTA
[ ] EDWARD J. HYLAND, SR.
CAROLYN E. HUGHES
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RITA KECHINKA
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TURNPIKE
TRAVELERS

STEPHEN T. PARISI
JOHN J. PRINCE
F. ALLEN RESCH
CARROLL B. RUTLEDGE
MILT SCHULMAN
MARY G. SCHWAN
FRANK E. STEEL, JR.
THOMAS L. THOMAS
DENNIS TOMCIK
JOHN L. WOLFE
ESTELLE ZANNES
JOSEPH ZENICK

222 N. MAIN
352-6905
Sales and Service

From Mighty to Mini,
Hondo has it all.

Pint Choir* (or Pr*oM*nt. Hoary M. Jockaoo
Serend Cholco (or PrwMoat. Th««>a. s. KoWj

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
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MCCARTHY

DENNIS M. ANDERSON
ELAINE BAST
ELIZABETH BERKE
JADA RAE BOULTON
WILLIAM TEBBS (LEAVER
CHARLES COHN
RICHARD C0NT1
GEORGE DENNEY
MARY LOU DENNEY
EDWARD JOSEPH DRAVEC
JOEL DuBOW
VERNICE HARRIS
RAYMOND HOLDEN
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VIRGINIA L, JULIAN
ABRAHAM KAY
NONIE KINN
DANIEL C. KNEEBONE
IRENE KOVACS
WILLIAM R KOVACS
JOHN P. LAWSON
GERALDINE MACK
DENNIS MAHER
JOHN B. PERERA
H1LBERT PERRY
H1LARIO QU1NTERO
JDXDRE^RANKIN^^
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ALVIN A. ROOD
CHERYL ROOD
MICHAEL SABA
DUANE E. SCHWARTZ
LAWRENCE F. SCHWARTZ
KAROL M. SCHWINNEN
CELESTE A. SLATON
RONALD LEE SMITH
DONALD STOKES
MURRAY TOBIN
ROSE VAUGHNS
MARVIN C. VAN WORMER
Klr>,
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Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tees,
7:3*-*.

thru Sat.

Sundays 7:3*-7:M

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM
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By Patty Bailey

McGovern for President
■"^H

headquarters ready

y^"S%

for volunteers
ts.

THREE-ROOM

office was furnished mainly
with
long
tables
and
cardboard
cartons
The
landlord removed the tables
to use for a special party,
leaving
the
McGovern
supporters to call frantically
for donations of card tables
A
supporter
said
volunteers are now trying to
"get the basics done so we
can begin mobilizing the
vote "
"Mobilizing
the
vote,"
consists
of
distributing
literature on McGovern's
position on topics of national
interest either by phone or
canvassing by foot
The
volunteers
will
begin
contacting
"as
many

Staff Reporter
The phones aren't in yet
and the landlord just took
out most of the furniture, but
the McGovern for President
headquarters
in
Bowling
Green is still going strong
The office,
which
is
located in rooms above
Kaufmans Restaurant, had
one
phone
installed
yesterday
morning,
and
expected three more to be
installed
by
yesterday
afternoon
Eventually,
campaign supporters plan to
have at least six phones
ready for use by volunteer
workers

potential
McGovern
supporters as we can" as
soon as the phone system is
put in and
"potential
supporters" are
selected
from polling lists, according
to one
of
the
local
coordinators

volunteers for McGovern in
Wisconsin. She has been in
town since Friday and one of
her friends arrived last
night
Both women will
remain
until
the
Ohio
primary is over
Ronnie Brooks, whom Ms.
Ross
described
as
"a
political scientist on the
national staff" is working
not only in Bowling Green,
but
all
over
the
fifth'
congressional
district,
coordinating campaigns for
McGovern
"1 think we can win it (the
primary)." Ms. Ross said.
"It's just going to take some
work
"We're just waiting for
those phones"

THERE
ARE
approximately 85 local volunteers
who
have
joined
the
McGovern
for
President
campaign
headed
by
a
member of his national staff
and two women who worked
in
the
Wisconsin
Presidential primary
Mary Jo Ross is a student
at the t'arkside branch of the
University of Wisconsin and
was one of
the
local

[MrMRTHY
spirit.' said

By Barb BnKker
Four people were crowded
into Dr Dennis Anderson's
office, in 227 Williams Kail,
where the main topic of
conversation was Eugene
McCarthy
One man sat in the corner,
folding literature, and ran
errands
The other two
people, perched on the backs
of
chairs,
discussed
campaign tactics with Dr.
Anderson
Then a woman from the
McCarthy
table
in
University Hall rushed in
loaded down with campaign
literature
And the pace
picked up even more.
WE'VE

got

a

lot

of

Dr

Anderson

as he nodded approvingly
over the furious activity.
Dr. Anderson, one of the
leaders
of the
local
McCarthy campaign, is an
assistant
professor
of
political science here
Wcs Harris, a graduate
student in sociology and
Bill Cleaver.
sophomore
IA&SI.
are two of the
McCarthy student leaders.
"In terms of campus
coordination,
it's
all
students. " said Cleaver He
added
that
no
national
organizer was brought to
campus
"If we couldn't organize
on campus. I think that
would demonstrate a certain
lack of credibility."
said

Cleaver, as he rustled
through a briefcase full of
papers
"We're looking for people
willing
to
give rational
thought
to
the
issues."
Harris
said,
his
voice
trailing
off
while
he
rummaged through more
literature
"The people we're looking
for
haven't
made
premature commitments to
second- rate candidates "
Of the approximately 50
people now actively working
in
the
local
McCarthy
campaign.
Cleaver
said
about six to eight people are
putting in 40-hour weeks
Harris added. "Of course,
they're not doing much
studying, but..."

Thirteen students and two
University faculty members
are running for as delegates
for McCarthy Three other
area people round out the
local representation on the
proposed delegate* ilate
Dr. Anderson said the
McCarthy group has been
covering the c.inipus with
3.000 leaflets running the
table in University Hall, and
planning ,i mass mailing
campaign to 50.000 people in
thedisti ict
"1 can't
mention some
of the things we have up our
sleeves." he added
And through it all, I potter
"i Gene McCarthy untied
down benevolently from the
wall

McCarthy
campaigners say
We've got a lot of spirit'

ITT case denial given
WASHINGTON
(API
Presidential aide Peter M
Flamgan yesterday denied
attempting
to fix
the
outcome of three multimillion dollar antitrust suits
pending
against
International Telephone &
Telegraph
Corp
last
summer
Flanigan s
long-sought
appearance
before
the
Senate Judiciary Committee
was interrupted repeatedly
in a wrangle over the range
of questions he could nor
would answer
Flanigan,
the
ad
ministration's
chief
emissary to the business
community, said his role in
the decision not to carry ITT
cases to the Supreme Court
was
limited
to
one

public servant
"merely
assisting
another
overworked public servant."
THE
OTHER
public
servant. Flanigan testified,
was former Asst Atty Gen
Richard
W
McLaren,
antitrust chief while Richard
G Klendienst was deputy
attorney general and the ITT
cases were pending
The
committee
is
reconsidering at his request
Kleindienst's nomination to
be attorney general
The hassle over which
questions Flanigan should
answer stemmed from the
concept
of
executive
privilege and an agreement
reached by the committee on
the specific subjects to be
discussed
Flanigan had been named

BRIAR HILL
GOLF COURSE

in testimony as the man who
arranged,
at
McLaren's
request, a study by New
York
investment
banker
Richard J Ramsden which
McLaren testified played a
major role in his change of
mind
RAMSDEN. A

friend of

Flanigan s since IMS, was
asked to study the financial
impact
on
ITT
of the
possible divestiture of the
Hartford Fire Insurance Co
In the final antitruat suit.
ITT was permitted to hold on
to the SI billmn insurance
operation

The Music People arc the great artists
on the Columbia and Epic labels.
And in this spectacular very specially priced
THREE-RECORD PACKAGE
you'll get to hear complete tracks from their newest albums.

- SOUND ASSOCIATES -

At this price, nobody should pass up "The Music People."

Headphones, Cassette Playeis. Tape Players

THE MUSIC PEOPLE

plus in slock

40 GREAT ARTISTS
THREE RECORDS
FOR THE USUAL PRICE OF ONE

•We have SIX lines of RECEIVERS
•We have FOUR lines of TURNTABLES

Bob DyUvBVxxl SWMI A Spars- SmLVhi
k-,1 *«» After 'Kn» Kt aloft* son
New Ffedct!. 01 IlK> Pup* Sage-Jeff Beck On
l.,j MihaMnp BtrdS'Iho CtuinYXHS Brolfiaf s
HlHllx'Hii dg.MW.*,',sWti»lrPoco- JDrmv Wrtrt And-ll

• Also 30 pair of quality speakers in stock
TODAY
We carry quality lines, such as.
" Harmon Kardon

• Marantr

• Sansui

• Sony

'Dual

-,,,-lA
KG Jl 120 a. specially prlceo
2 record sit
T*entyone songs that have
changed Ihe course of music
forever. A ? record set of
THE ireatest hits.

'KLH

166 N. MAIN
PH. 352-4512

maim
For the complete
3-record package!

KC 3I0M--1 ipKlallv priced
2 record Set
What could be funnier than e
Flreslin Theatre LP? Simple.
their near two record set

While you're here for "The Music People" package,
save on these new releases by The Columbia/Epic Music People:

Weekdays

$2.50 all day

Saturdays
Sundays
Holidays

Big N Cafeteria

$3.50 all day

All You Can Eat.
Every Friday

Rt. 18 in N.Baltimore
15 Min. from B.G.
3HC

it isanello s —
good any time,
every time.

PERCH ^
DINNERS
Deep Fried Fillet
Tartar Sauce
French Fried Potatoes
Crisp Cole Slaw
Fresh Roll & Butter

The Mahavlshim Orchestra
wm John McLaughlin
The Inner Mounting Flame

PAUL SIMON
- A»1U*1 fin noil
"■

ffl

■4T+

M»Wi<rvri o< tfw SiMil. Dom*< 11 r— rtxrwj H*e*
ALoM on Im* Stream* •Wol'Mf

&

- --L."
KC 30750

The molt important new album of
the new year. Paul Simon: with
some of the best sonis he's ever
written. And with performances
to match.

■C3IIT0
An album full of Ihe trend stttinf
hit sound of B.Slt; one ol Ihe most
imitated iroups in history.

KC 31144
Sweathoe/s latest album features
their smash hit "Halleluiah, some
"•« "''!" tunes and a few
surprises. High energy music
throufhout.

MIMI

.. the nijesst, most conscious
music I've ever heard."
—Stephen Davis, The Pheonn

BLUEOYSTEROJLT

ONLY
$1.29
Served from 4:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.
C 31104
David Bromberg's magnificent lead
guitar work on studio and live
tracks prove the time was right
for his first album.

C 31044
Ktiwy tsfgins. M CKcrtinf new
Califwmi tiflffti and MMffWirtei
«vl» mete "Hearee at Pawh Carnar"
mi Am MaaaiM el Bwtt ate
,■*MffW •** Poco tarn have *

C 31001
Genya Ravan was the lead singer of
Ten Wheel Drive. This is her
album, with her new group, Baby.

C31013
Rolling Stane calls it "New
York's first authentic boogie least"

NOW AVAILABLE AT.

352-5169

352-5166

1080 S. Main - Open 10-10 Daily

Sunday 11 6

BEE GEE BOOK STORE & UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
First 100 People Receive A FREE 45 At Each Store

CHUCK BERRY

MAY 1st MONDAY NIGHT
8:00 P.M. MEMORIAL HALL
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT UNION TICKET OFFICE
and 405 STUDENT SERVICES
$2.00

:'-r;

P«t« » Th. »G N.w. Friday, April 21

■
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'Speaking' without words
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Body movements talk
Did you know you can
make a date without saying
a word' That the very
blinking of your eyes tells a
person a great deal about
you''
In a session on nonverbal
communication and body
language
yeslerday.
a
psychiatrist from the lloston

University
School
of
Medicine explained jusl how
it's done
l)r
William S
Condon
discussed body movements
people
make
while
interacting with others and
the role these movements
play in communication
Almost
always,
the

Box off ice open ><: ill)
Cartoons at 7:40
In ( .ii Heaters Available
(optional!

FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY ONLY
Madness Incarnate! Ghastly Beyond Belief
a»7:50

I

person listening moves in
precise harmony with the
person talking.'' I)r Condon
said, adding "The more you
share posture and move with
the other person. Ihe more
rapport you have between
you "
IV pointed out that human
behavior is essentially a
dance consisting of four or
five set |M)stures performed
Over .md over again
"For example, a man and
a woman are silting at
opposite ends ol a cafeteria
and then eyes meet Pretty
soon their posture will be
almost identical.
"When the man calls her a
couple weeks later for a
date, he knows she will

1

4

'

13
16

2G

19

accept because she's already
said
yes'
a a hundred
times."
To accompany his talk.
Dr. Condon showed a film of
people in conversation
By playing the film over
and over again in slow
motion, he projected the
beauty
of
dance-like
relationships
in
body
language
of
ordinary
conversation
"I once studied four and
one-half seconds of film for a
year and a half to determine
exactly what the two people
were saying to each other
nonverbally
'By looking long enough
and steadfast enough you
can see the real beauty of
human behavior," he said.

ACROSS
I Yaliea.
5 Club.
*) Tobarro
planter'* kiln.
13 Snorl* Mnirlure.
II N. African port.
15 Noted Ameriran
, .t,t.. r
16 A hero of 1">27.
17 Aswan-* river.
18 Small quantity.
1° Perfert type: 2
word*.
21 Head part.
22 Fonda.
23 Elaine'* home.
25 "
need, it?"
27 Barbarian.
21 Ruby.
.10 Pitch.
32 Broadway VIP:
2 word*.
37 Second Mr*.
Copperficld.
30 Ca**owary'*
rouain.
10 Aeaean ialanil.
11 i.h.kil area'
3 worda.
II Sundered.
41 Impatient
rirlamation.

W
48
4'
S3
SS
16
"0
61
62
61
61
6»
66
67
68
1
2

3
1
5

6
7
8
''

10
11
12
13
20
21
21
25
26
2R
11
31
34
35
36
38
42
11
17
4n
50
11
12
14
17
18
59
61

6

7

"

1

H"

2 worda.
Of ihe Mr,
;e
2} It
Milan'a La
Incline -iron*!*.
II 1 ■
30
Veltment.
Come down,
37
n 1 ■
Stare* of power
Senior*: Abbr.
4?
41
Word of query,
Man'* name.
45
Virile fellow.
Ha»h ingredient*
« 150
51
I'plift; route.
Made up of
voter*.
5'
55
Nobody.
Sound* -eekini r*.
6,
*ilenee.
I'.nfry.
W
M
Route: Abbr.
Mu*ic,il sound.
Homily.
Wooden pin.
Omit in
C. I.N.C ■ H E RIS PACES
,
pronunciation.
'.V.E.C
F
Creepera.
PAR
Cra*sland.
T'B' IV E THO B E
Re.idem-e.
|. i G w A GBE R H ;
Arizona: Abbr.
l E A P SMJ 1 N M U M A NB
Half a cup.
A' V *' OBP A SB A. I R.E/^M
Rerine. for ipne.
P'A'T'I E R wpTR 0 T.T E.C,
ColfetV icroup:
■ L A P S'EBB I D«M 1,1,0,
|nit.

H

IO

11

It

14

35

1*

| a

53

■
"

1 M
)3

tm
•13

;..

■
4'

1

B

"

1

.

B«' ''EMA'R'G'»;iLk
.- 1 ' "■ .f_,B.LX'
YjiE.i.r

MR' I'S'S

4,
■■

■

- LAST YEARS SANDALS NEED
SOME EXPERT ATTENTION?

9

;~

1

S«la.
Theie: Fr.
Conierrate*.
Awkward.
Shade of arren.
Saturate*.
Port _
Kind of rrude
rubber.
Girl in a anna.
River in
Ccrmany.
Coiiraae: Collorj.
Florida rily.
Inferior.
Tool for drr**in*
wood.
little
DOWN
Toledo'* lake.
Popular
rhanleute:
Full name.
Clothe.
Aphorita.
Where Hollar*
*up|niwilly tjou i
2 worda.
Operatic
recording.
l.ily.
Chemical .iiffiv
EcceMric nnr:

1■ 1
5

ANSWER

■
.
66

I

io PHEVIOUS PU/HF

o I'EPJO s c A R

f.C.C EJ1
R .
J A T|> C 'E'NBG

1 BHMH
0 B E L S

sii ■ D C G'R'A'C'E S'
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- Bring your forlorn footwear to Briggs'
- We do fine work at a sensible price

BRIGGS- SHOE REPAIR
Mtin

The Red Born behind the Slate
Savingt Bank on 5. Main

JOHN ASHLEY-PAT WOODELL-JAN MERLIN
PAM GRIER::
■ UrWICIMPllIU"!

at 9:45
While his nubile, young, girl victims screamed
out their life blood, he prepared the most hor
rendous of all feasts

"THE BLOOD FEAST"
FRIDAY, SATURDAY ONLY of 11:20

In

~«®fe~ CLaSSIFIED ~*®fc~

If S
Sit.
through an internship in a
supenntendant principal s
oflice Kull time Kail quarter Kipenmental Studies. 2-

( AMPUS CALENDAR

a'a'U'Q'Q'B
]

,\

THiA Tilt

RE|

Thursday Night is
BGSU &BGHS Nile
11) 'iNec. Includes
All Area Students -%l <

Sunday
opening 'til 3p.m.

ADULTS $1.00

ADULTS I 75 CHILDREN UNDER 12-7S
Eve. ol 7:15,9:15, Sal.-Sun. at 2, 3:45, 5:30, 7:20,9:15

Gruesomely stained in gushing blood

"Two Thousand Maniacs"

KrkU> April 2\ ItTI
The Rowling Green Gymnastic Tram will sell yoyo * and
lupsinlhr Unmnloday trom9 3 I'nre $1 00
Thr (i-rology Club will meet (uday at 12 mion in rtmm 70
Overman Call l)r Don (' Sieinker will speak t>n PacM
Kanes. Kanes ' Brown bag

TINUE
YOUR
EDUCATION', CALL 372-2476 FOR
INFORMATION ON THE
ARMY ROTC RWO YEAR
PROGRAM

The Women s Recreational Association presents the Swjn
Club Show al 8 30 pm Friday and Saturday nights in the
Natatonum

John 1 wish 1 could but I
CANT" Call me at 352 9950
Marsha pol adv

R— Restricted - Under 17 Requires
Accompanying Parent or Adult Guardian
snuids. April .w is;:
Supporters of Senator George McGovern will be CMvattlH|
Ihe city starting al 8 30 a m from l(H-al campaign head
quarters at 161'iS MamSt Anyone interested in tain a^
ing or working for the campaign should stop in at Ihe headquarters anytime
The Chess Club will meet from 9 30-3 in the Commuter Cen
ter

1

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
ID'S REQUIRED

$100

The Rugby Club will migrate to Kent on Saluulay at 12 30
pm HG vs Kent and Elyna Open In .ill rugger huggers and
anyone with nothing better to do
Anderson Pall presents Winning
with Paul Newman
Saturday at t>. 8. and 10 pm It will be shown in 115 Kduca
lion Hldg price is 50 cents vou must have an I D

STADIUM .

The Spanish and French Clubs arc sponsoring a dinner at
UCF at 6 urn on Saturday Please get your tickets from
Linda Lamb 1240911 or Maria Borsicz 1252IB i

£it*et*d2
SI N1IAY

(II'KMM;

Til 11' M

STAfrfVM

The Mythopoeic Society will meet al 7 30 pm at 834 First
St .No 5todiMiiss Alice in Wonderland

7 20.9 30

Mil NO

Sat-Sun • 2. 3 45. 5 30. 7 20. 9 30

BOWLING GREEN -

THE

TEL.

352-0265

HELD OVER -5th WEEK!

STEWARDESS' RIGHTS vs
YOUR

NOW'
Fnday 7 & 10

... what these
stewardesses
do should
\
NOT BE
}
CENSURED

Monday ihiu Thuisday 8 PM
Sat 2 30. 7 & 10 Sun 2 5.8PM

STUDENT PRICES FOR THURSDAY
AND SUNDAY WILL NOT APPLY TO

Rooms & apts for summerRooms for fall-near campus
ph 352 7365

Alpha Phi Omega Intorma
lion Night Monday April 24
7 30 pm 835 Fourlh St Inter
ested in service-' Try us

Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun j|7lh4Pigh 4DsClub
352 9378 or 352-7324

GUITAR
LESSONS ANY
STYLE Call us now Little
Olde Music Shoppe 138 N
Mam 352-0170
Pow to earn at home
addressing envelopes Rush
stamped
self-addressed
envelope BAG Enterprises.
501 SpauUling St Riverton.
Ill 62661

M)R SALE OR RENT
Near new SCM portable
typewriter 140 352-094S

The Sailing Club will meet Sundav at 7 30 pin in room 203
Paves Pall Open to all interested persons

Ii

"A SUPERIOR WORK OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENTI
REMINDS US Of THE VANISHED PLEASURES OF THE OLDFASHIONED GANGSTER MOVIES I WHAT HOME C0IX.0 WE
P0SSIKLT WANT FROM A MOVIE? HOW OFTEN. THESE OATS
00 WE GET ANTTHING LIKE ALL THAT?"
"THE GODFATHER IS A MOVIE THAT SEEMS TO HAVE
EVERTTHIN6I WARMTH. VIOLENCE. NOSTALGIA. THE
CHARISMA Of MARLON BRANDO IN ONE Of HIS FINEST
PERFORMANCES, AND THE DTNASTIC SWEEP OF AN
ITALIAN-AMERICAN GONE WITH THE WIND I

Lost Pair of
gold wire
rimmed glasses in Room 308
U P Return c o BG News
office Reward $5 00

69 350 Ponda. new paint job
exc cond . includes helmet
$550 00 Phone 352-5593
65 VW Hug 1200 or best
offer 145 Manville 372-5697
1970 Suzuki F50 like new
$195
Northwest Yamaha.
112 K Washington

Blue plastic wallet lost Slu
dent
Book
Exchange
between 12 12 30 Sat $10
REWARD it intact Call 288
5341 or write Mrs IVlores
Burrows Rradner. Ohio

I'sed TVs for sale
All
prices, wide selection Call
353-2291 RJs Appliance

PERSONALS

I Folk guitar At case for sale
$60 Ex Condition ph 3546042 after 5

lo
the
L I T B

YOUNG
REPUBLICANS
Join the BGSl' Chapter
today" Call 3721706 or 372
4401

RIDES
2 girls need ride to Phill.
around June 8. 352-7602
Need return ride to BG from
DC Apr 30 Jenny 2 4386

MARRIAGE
PREPARA
TION COURSE SI Thomas
More University
Parish.
April 23 April $0, May 7
Registration April 23. I pm
Fee $2 00 per person

HELP WANTED

iWMWIrTW-i,. i

i

[rmmmira
1R -fj 2>'

[ SOU*Om»C* AlMM AVAAJiLl ON PARAMOUNT NCCOMOS |

Manager &
sales lady
wanted
Experience preferred but not necessary
Apply in person
Lords
Dress Shop

SERVICES OFFERED
Needle work lessons at The
Shuttle A Scissor 669-2103
We service all brands electronic equip 353-2291 RJs
Appliance 300 S Main

Phi Mu Panhel Pope Mara
thon Talent Show Auditions
When April 17.18. 20. 24. 27
Time ?■? Hurry A call for
your audition lime Linda 24186
The winner of the Domino's
Pizza Man Contest is Patty
Worman. Harmon Thanks
to Bob Forgue for bring u>e
Domino s Pits* Man
Education
majors
An
opportunity to discover how
an area high school ticks

Summer Apartments Sum
mer Reduced Rates 353 9663
-352-1972
Preferred Properties Rental
offu e has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the comer ol 7th &
Pigh, For rental info call
352-9378 or 352 7324

Would you believe that you
could have your own bedroom and own bath for only
135 00 for the whole summer
at Winthrop Terrace-352
9135

Pro Tennis Instruction Students 2 50 Facultv 3 00 's
hour 353 3751

Paula-Welcome
ACTIVE ranks'
Big Jo

l>is

Yamaha 250 Street A I 352
0558

64 MG-B, Excellent cond
$650 734 Elm St

LOST AND FOl'ND

Apt to sublet summer
count rates 352 7333

For Rent Summer Quarter
2-man apartment 352 0139

353-6751

BRAVO.BRANDOS GODFATHER

Furn apt I block from cam
pus Couples 3520661

69 Charger R T automatic
Mam extras 352 4335

66 TR4 Triumph Exc cond

The *f Hie **

tltTI IOVI • SUSAN HUtl.IT ' INCH STINOtl ■ DA.NIII CHIN
•ntf MM AMI HOB Tit Ml FHOM COMNfMOCN

The Scuba Club will meet from 6 3i>7 30 pm in the Wayne
Room of the Cnion

"THE GODFATHER"

THE TEAKS FIRST REALLY SATISFYING. RIB COMMERCIAL
AMERICAN FILM ONE OF THE MOST BRUTAL AN0 MOVING
CHRONICLES Of AMERICAN LIFE EVER 0ESIGNE0 WITHIN
THE LIMITS OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT."
The stewaidesses
have fourd explicit
v freedom under the
laws of Detmirli
We feel
you have the
tight lo see
these
fieeflymg
s ewaidesses
exactly as
they are1

Student Worship Service will be held in Proul Chapel al
II 30 am Sundav The guest minister. Eld Joe Levels iIrom Bethel Apostolic Church in Toledo

Efl apts for grad students
who need privacy & quiet
Near campus Renting now
lor summer & fall $95 ph
353 8065

REPUBLICANS

60 428 Cobra Jet. Torino
Call 352-6656 after 6 00

Suadav. April 23.1972

2-bdrm apt for summer Air
cond. cable TV. close to
campus, neat furniture Call
352-7219. U Cts Talk price

Join the BGSl
Chapter
today" Call 372 1706 or 372
4401

AIM l.TSSI Ml

• NOW SHOWING •
Eve

WtU'LD 12 000 I'KLP CON-

UAO Campus Klirks will present Lee Marvin as Monte
Walsb Friday and Saturday Showings will be.it6 00. 8 15.
and 10 30 pm in room 210 Math Science

Hie Women s Gull Indiana Invitational will be held ,n
Indiana I today

WE DARE ANYONE TO COME
ALONE, TO STAY AND WATCH
THESE MOVIES, WE WILL GIVE A
PASS TO ALL WHO DO.

Kqudlily of Men and Women
HjhaiKailh 352 5888

Heated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and bar
Outside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills Dance AreaLocker
Rooms, all
this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
352 7324

For Sale
EKO electric
violin bass guitar Best offer
call 354-2823
1971 FIAT 124 1600 cc Only
4.000 mi 5-spd . radio, luggage rack, michlins Perfect 352-6640
64 Vespa Motorscooter. 160
CC.4-speed,$75. Ph 354-8494
Now leasing for Sept Haven
House Manor at corner of
Mercer A E Wooster 3527444 352 9378
FREE June RENT 2 bdr 3man air end 60 mo 352-6282
2 bdnti apt to sublet May 1
toAug 31 354-7733

Student
Apartments
Responsible
management
353 9863 352 1972
Now leasing for Sept Paven
Pouse Manor at corner of
Mercer & E Wooster 352
7444 352-9378
Need one M
roommate
immediately Call 3541283
PELP' 1 F rm needed Io
share 4-man Cherry Pill apt
Fall qtr $57 50 per mo Call
372 3612
For Summer-June 15th to
Sept 15th 2 Bedroom, furnished apartments for $130 00
per month Call Newlove
Realtv 353-7381
Bowling Green s only exclu
sive
recreation
room
Peated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w patios and gas grillsDance Area-Locker Room
all this offered by Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
352-7324
Student Apartments
The
Quiet Ones
353-9863 352
1972
■Sublet-Summer 3-4 man Air
conditioned, fully furnished,
good location, will negogiate
price Call 352-5626 anytime
Mobile home for rent Available May 1 2 bdrm furn
353-2291

Wanted graduate male
roommate or mature adult
for nice furnished house near
campus Available June 15.
call 364-5273 after 6 00 pm

Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun at 7th A Pigh. 4Ds Club.
352-937$ or 352-7324

Bowling Green s only exclusive
recreation
room

2 Bdrm apt for sublease. 3
or 4 persons Clean, will

ONLY 3 DAYS TIL

make a good deal 352-7272
Apt to sublet for summer
June free-low rates Kitchen
and bathroom decorated
Call Debi or Connie 3529215 213 Greenvww
Wanted 1 or 2 liberated girls
for decent 4-man apt for
fall Nancy 353-8593
Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the comer of 7th A
High For rental info call
352 9378 or 352-7374
FEMALE to sublease now
Low rent call 23322 or 352
0645
CAMPUS
MANOR behind
Burger Chef for the finest in
campus living
Furnished
complete
FULL security
system PARKING. SHOPS
CLASSROOMS alt at your
front door Ph 352 9302. 352
7365 or 352 4045
Greenview 2 bdrm
apt
Furn Avail immediately
110 00 mo 3526375anvtime
Now leasing for Sept 1!a. en
Pouse Manor at Corner of
Mercer A E Wooster 352
7444 352-9378
Furn sum AC. 2 4 man
dough St $180 negotiable
352 7955 after 5
Nice - bdrm furn mobile
home with air available
sum qtr only Lot 33. 525
Thurstin across from Offen
hauer Low sum rate 3527484
Leasing a Greenview Apt is
only half of the fun-the other
half is living in one 352*1195
Bowling Green s only exclusive
recreation
room
Heated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOutside Courtvard w patios
and gas grills Dance Area
Locker Rooms
all this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
352-7324
For lease or sub-lease fun in
Ihe sun. summer or fall call
Greenview Apt
3521195
Serious
bul
swinging
management
Furn 3 bdrm house for 5 stu
dents prefer F 352-5320

1 Male rml for summer
Greenview 72 50 mo 352-0945
Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 davs a
wk 8-5 Mon Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun at 7th AHigh. 4Ds Club
352-9378 or 352 7324
1-2 F roommates needed to
sublease Apt for summer
qtr Call 352-5855
2 F rm needed to share 4
man apt this summer Air
cond I" Cts $50 per month
Call Judy 2-5076 or Patlv 2
5591
Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the corner of 7th A
Pigh For rental info call
352 9378 or 352-7324
Sublet Univ Village Apt
good price Call 352-0088
Furn house for students who
want privacy June or Sept
Ph 352-0661
Now leasing for Sept Paven
House Manor at corner of
Mercer and E Wooster 352
7444 352 9378

Th.BGN.w, FrU^.Ap.121. 197J/*«t»7

Anderson 'undisputed leader'

Tull more than just 'Aqualung'
By Julif Ray
What does one think o(
when he hears the name
Jethro Tull? Many people
think primarily of the LP
"Aqualung." which is a
grave injustice, because
Jethro Tull is much more
than that Jethro Tull is a
group of really talented
individuals
Jethro Tull--the man-was
around more than two
centuries ago He invented
the plow in England and also
wrote a book about it
entitled The New Horses
Hoeing Husbandry "
In December. 1967 Ian
Anderson. Mick Abrahams.
Glenn Cormick and Clive
Bunker formed a band that

featured rock-and-roll bluesand-jazz music.
They named their band
Jethro Tull. possibly
thinking the name had an
"earthy" connotation. In
1968 they signed with
Reprise Record Company,
and have been performing
since then
Five years and five
albums later, which
includes"Thick As A Brick."
Jethro Tull has changed
quite a bit. Ian Anderson is
still with them, as anyone
who has heard his resonant
flute is well aware The
other members of the band
are John Evan, piano.
Barrie Barlow, drums.
Martin Barre. guitar; and

Jeffrey Hammon. bass
If you see Jethro Tull on ■
stage, you will be reminded
of a sort of circus. Ian
Anderson, who also sings
and writes the music for the
group i except for Aqualung,
which his wife Jennie wrote)
usually wears black tights
and a very long coat.
While standing on one foot
he plays flute as well as
many can play while seated,
and he jumps around stage
as though he were insane
In an interview in Holling
Stone he said he felt that
their act was an asset lo the
group, because they could
get away with performing
variations in their music, as
long as they kept their onstage image.

Ian Anderson is the
undisputed ringleader of the
band Rock Magazine said
Anderson didn't intend to be
the "leader", but it hasn't
caused bad feelings within
the band Anderson said the
five members are very
close

Opinion
But behind his image there
lies a very outspoken man
His beliefs are clearly slated
on his albums, as in side two
of Aqualung. Speaking of
religion. Anderson is said to
feel man created God. He
was quoted in Rolling Stone
as saying that he didn't like
the idea of parents telling
their children that God is a
ruling creature. He said it
gave children a fear of God.
which wasn't good
Anderson was also quoted
in Rolling Stone as not using
drugs of any type.
He
expressed a fear of having
his mind and outlook altered
by them.
Reflecting on his albums.
Anderson said in Rock

Magazine that he never
intended Aqualung to be a
concept ."album However,
he said that many of his
feelings concerning religion
are expressed on the album
and that many of the songs
did relate to one another
Thick As A Brick."
Anderson said, was the best
album they had ever
produced It is also their
only true "concept" album
This LP, however, has a
predominantly musical
concept, instead of a lyrical
one
The album has a flowing
musical arrangement, its
theme often drifting back to
the original, thus tying the
entire album together. He
refused to talk about its
lyrical content, but
preferred to let the people
decide for themselves what
the concept is to them.
Their music has changed
slightly over the years, the
flute has gotten considerably
better (if that's possible),
but the voice of Ian
Anderson still gives all their
music
a
certain
unforgettable Characteristic

M
Spring
Even the streets are seeing a bit of spring cleaning. But this
deanina

9i n
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* *' *—m *° ** creating a bit of dust while in the

Resumes...vital role in hiring
^

'*• " i^»».li by Marcy

Lunch tim e

IMI.

wh n
* '•'* ,im« *°' lunch, this baby doesn't seem to care where
he's being fed. This photo was taken at Franklin Park Mall in
Toledo.

By James Galloway
In most fields of work,
sending a letter of
application accompanied by
a resume is the customary
way to ask for a personal job
interview-particularly when
the employer is in another
geographical area or when
the applicant is answering a
want ad.
TO WRITE a good letter
of application, a student
should

-Type neatly and pay
special attention to spelling
and punctuation
-I'se letter-size bond
paper
Address the letter to a
specific person, if possible.
-State exactly the kind of
position he is seeking.
-Be clear, brief, and
business like
-Enclose a resume
Resumes play a vital role

Twenty-four frames a second
Monte Walsh
By Jack Nachbar
Those who go to see
Monte Walsh'' this
weekend hoping for a
conventional shoot-em up
Western are going to be
disappointed There is no
gunfighter. no cattle vs.
homesteaders feud, no
screaming, bloodthirsty
savages, no golden - haired
schoolmarm
But those who want a
thoroughly satisfying movie
should be delighted "Monte
Walsh" has moments of
deeply touching compassion
and is beautifully filmed
"The good times are
comin'." sings Mama Cass
on the picture's soundtrack
But it is the late 1880s and
after a year of summer
drought and winter blizzards
there will be no more good
times
Independent
cattlemen are losing their
ranches to big Eastern land
companies Cowboys, proud
and competent in their rough
skills, are dismissed from
their jobs and wander off to
nowhere.
MONTE WALSH < Lee
Marvin i sees all he has

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP
(Tim Commmtt Pti Shop I

10-4-A
DOLLAR

mi we RUN our
NEONS
MOLLIES
SWORDTAILS
PLATIES
ZEBRAS
521 S. Prospect B.G.
CALL 354-9603

gloried fall to pieces around
him
Nearing middle age.
Monte has for years been
one of the best cowhands
anywhere Anyone who's
seen him admits there's
none better on a wild horse
Now the fun has gone out of
it Monte has never seen the
owner of the outfit he works
for, and maybe next week
it'll be his turn to be cut
loose to drift away.
Monte has been partners
for a long time with easygoing Chet Rollins (Jack
Palancei. a wizard with a
rope Chet, however, knows
the old days are over. He
marries and settles down in
town, the new proprieter of a
general store. Monte must
learn to ride by himself
Martine (Jeanne Moreaui
has been hooking in western
bars almost all her life. She
is tired, sick and bored
What keeps her going is her
love for Monte Walsh, and
their days together after a
cattle drive or a long winter
are fulfilling and happy But
Martine is growing older.
She is less popular than
she used to be. And most of
the cowhands willing to pay
for her attentions are
leaving the territory

Martine moves away to
another town Monte is left
behind, alone and in near
despair

melancholy story by filming
their characters in poses and
scent scenes that closely
resemble Russell's work

MANY OF the sentiments
in "Monte Walsh" are
expressed in delicate small
touches The closeness of
Monte and Chet s friendship
is outlined simply by Monte
habitually reaching into
Chefs shirt pocket for
tobacco whenever Monte
wants to roll a cigarette
In my favorite scene.
Monte tells Martine they
cannot get married because
he can't change his life and a
cowboy can't support a wife
There are only a fewwords spoken in the scene
Yet the pain the characters
feel is strongly conveyed.
Monte fumbles with his
hands and mutters to
himself,
desperately
searching for the right thing
to say. Martine forces a
slight smile onto her face
even though her eyes betray
her disappointment
The credits of "Monte
Walsh" are shown over
drawings of cowboy life by
Charles Russell Director
William Fraker and
cinematographer David
Walsh give dignitv to their

THE COLORS are subdued
and mostly earthy browns
Gathering
of
men
sometimes look nearly
exactly like Russell
compositions.
In one notable shot, an old
man is shown mending a
fence. The camera sweeps
back showing him on a vast
empty expanse of treeless
grassland, minute and
isolated
The climax of the picture
is a conventional Western
shootout. In such an unusual

THE BROTHERS
OF

PHI KAPPA TAU
we/come

Dave Cottrell
Ed Chima
Ken Nelson
INTO BROTHERHOOD

Western, a return to
commonly-used story
element seems weak and
ineffective
Facing his
adversary. Martin seems
bored, as if he too senses
that what is he doing is not
essential to the story.
Despite the seriously
flawed ending. "Monte
Walsh''
remains
a
bittersweet, often beautiful
movie about people we can
like and admire As I walked
out of the theater a year ago
I was whistling "The good
times are comin'." My eyes
grew a little moist and a
smile began spreading
across mv face

in hiring and placement. A
good resume helps a
candidate win attention and
approval, while a poor
resume sets up unnecessary
and. perhaps, undeserved
roadblocks.
The three main concepts
to keep in mind when
preparing a resume are
content, format, and general
appearance
THE PURPOSE of a
resume is to present an
honest and complete profile
of the person who is seeking
consideration from a
prospective employer.
It should cover all vital
points, including the
applicant's name, address,
telephone number, personal
data, work and military
experience, availability data
and references.
The applicant should also
be scrupulously honest
A "far-out" style in a
resume is very difficult to
develop effectively.
However, if an applicant is
clever, sometimes a unique
style will catch an
employer's eye.

Any student who is not
convinced 100 per cent that
he or she is an expert on
spelling.
grammar,
punctuation and expression
in both the letter and the
resume should have an
instructor, placement
counselor or friend check
them over before they are
produced for distribution

should subscribe to '. a
commercial enterprise !to
reproduce his resume.
Students interested j In
examining
sample
applications and resumes
should contact the Office: of
Career Planning arid
Placement
Part of a student's job
hunt will depend on
presenting himself on paper,
through application letters
and resumes. Proper time
and effort spent in
developing an effective
letter and resume will
probably pay off with a job
the student reallv wanls.

AN APPLICANT should
make sure his name and
address are on the envelope,
the application and the
resume.
The application
letter should be typed
A poorly reproduced
resume isn't worth the paper
it's printed on. An applicant

COUNTRY & WESTERN MUSIC
AT

Johnny' ' ounge
FRI. & SAi.N.GHTS
9 P.M. - 2 A.M.

Love tap.
From one beer lover to another.

please help

save the earth...
save the news
SERVICE IS AN
ART WITH US
When you need top imported
(or American) car care, trust it
to us. We'll handle it quickly,
efficiently, and economically.

Spencer Auto Service
420 Clough St. - Ph. 353-0171

Tickets Available
Union Ticket Office

$5.50
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Stickers clash with 'Big Red'
By JACK CARLE
Sporti Editor
There's a diflerenl and
unusual' attitude
in
the
Bowling
Green
lacrosse
practices
tins
week.
according to coach Mickey
Cochrane The attitude is
that the game tomorrow
with Denlsotl is just another

1* V

game and nothing special
"Eighty-five per cent (it
our squad has not played
Denison." Cochrane said
"There's a relaxed attitude
in practice and we'll try to
peak b) Saturday
■•This is the approach we
want With tins team We're a
young team with .1 good
chance I" win S.itmd.i\ We
leel we will be in the ball
game

HOWEVER,

Middie Cal Uliman (31) attempt* to cleat the
Oberlin. Utiman has helped the Falcon* in
the midfield aiea accoiding to coach Mickey

perform in the game
Mike
Wilcox,

Cochrane.

Terry

Golfers hove busy series
By JEFF MAYS
Sports Writer
Coach John 1'ipci and his
Falcon golfers face a busy
and
important
weekend
traveling to Ashland today
lor the Ashland Invitational
before competing in the
MAC Invitational at Oxford
on Monday
We must finish ahead ol
Ohio University in both
tournaments to keep our
chances
alive
of
being
invited to
the Northern
Intercollegiate."
Piper
said
The
Northern
Inter
collegiate,
scheduled
for
May 5-ti at Bloonunglon
Indiana is one ofl the mosl
prestigious tournaments ol
the year and teatures the top
schools in the midwest
"The MAC
has been
allotted two s|iols." Piper
said. "Miami is sure In gel
one of them The other spot

will probably be between til'
and us depending on how we
linish at Ashland and down
at Oxford
FIVE COLLEGE divisl
teams and live uni
division teams will make up
the tield at Ashland with
Bowling Green, OhktUnivei
Slty and Kent Slate pl,i\ ing

S|llll

Hick Faulk will IK- the
number one man again
billowed by Ken Wallers
Tom Fortltna and Mark
McConnell The line up for
Monday will be determined
in 1I1, pei lormances .11 Ash
land and a team vole on

still plays a lough game
lie's winking foi his degree
at Ashland aftei being in the
business world for several

Saturday nigh)

years

Women's

AFTER SATURDAY'S
round at Ashland the Falcons
return home before going i"
Oxtord Sunday for a practice
round for the MAC Invita
liiin.il
When they Ice oil
Monday .11 B .1 m Ihey will
lace what Piper Hunks is one
ol the toughest fields in live
midwest
' Indiana and Tennessee
alone make it a lough held
plus all the M \'' schools and

The

have served up
vmv
i.ongley

mi

nun

minim

iiiiMiiimmim

freshman

Lacrosse rules
((intact of football, but the "finesse of passing the ball
around and working it in toward the goal as found in hockey
and soccer.
When a team is attacking, the game often resembles
basketball, with picks and screens set by players, and other
attackmen cutting and maneuvering for position to take a

There is a new look around
soring naming camp and
Greg Meczka is sporting u
Many people have heard ol
the
Dry Look" and Ihe
"Natural Look", but the
Falcons
big light-end is
lashioning a look that lias
proved to be very helpful to
many lootball players
After spending much of
the off-seann lifting weights
and
building
up
his
mammoth frame, Meczka
was the first of Ihe Falcon
players to introduce the new
version of Ihe Hulk Look "

MECZKA

speed whatsoevei
recent lime trials

in Ihe
Meczka

humped lo a respectable
liming 1 4 8 sec 1 in Ihe 40
yard dash
Meczka
can
definitely
pick tin up and lay em
down once he gels off thai
line He is a most adequate
pass receiver as he ranked
third in receptions lasl year
with 11 catches for 157 yards
and one TO
Greg has a line pair ol
hands
and he is .1 hue
receiver." I'liisiu.ir added
Tuesday in practice he made
a stunning catch and made a
line run lo Ihe end /one

THE GAME is played on a rectangular field, 110 yards
long and 60 yards wide I longer and wider than a football
held 1 The goals . six feet square and netted, are surrounded
by a circle or "crease" with a radius of nine feet The goals
arc set out from the end line 20 yards so that play may carry
behind them as in hockey A midline divides Ihe field into two
equal halves

offensive half The midfielders play al both ends of the field
\ player with the ball may run witn it or pass it with the
use nl his stick, called a "crosse" but may never catch or
throw the ball with his hands The method of scoring is lo
Shoot" the ball into the opponent's goal 1 one point a goal 1
THERE ARE two types of penalties in lacrosse, technical
Hillsides, entering the goalies crease area etc. I and personal
1 clipping, slashing, tripping etc 1 The offending player must
spend a period ol lime in the penalty box usually 30 seconds

or one minute

WHEN IT COMES

lo

Ills

fellow

he makes he quickl) seeks
oul Ihe runners and tells
them

good job "

ONE CANT HELP but

Greg M.cikci

envy a complete learn player
such as Meczka
Viilh the
experience thai he has.
naturally we will expect
more from him." Chismar
emphasized So (here is a
real challenge lo be met by
Meczka, and that is to prove
thai he is Ihe man who can
gel Ihe job done and will get
it done

Goalie lauri Turevon (10) moves in to make Ihe final

Save

save on a shot on goal, as Cliff Holland (22) attempts lo
help.

game

with

Denison

will

match

Wright. Game time is 7 p.m.

Baseballers try MAC
BY JOE BURCHICK
Sports Writer

Cold slows Wotile
By JIM FERSTLE
Jim
Hyun.
Tom
Von
Hiiden and Have Wottle for
the mile championship ol Hie
Kansas
Relays
and
the
United States -that s Ihe way
il was supposed to be
But Have Wottle will not
be in Kansas this weekend
and neither will anyone else
from Howling Green Wottle
will he in bed nursing a cold.

iiimimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii";

With spring drills a week
old now. there are some
prospects who are giving the
incumbent Meczka a tough
way lo go Bui as Ihe daily
routine
of
practice
continues the other tightend hopefuls will find lhal
Ihey have a lough act to
follow
FALCON TIDBITS: There
is a new name floating
around the Falcons' camp
describing
monsterback
hopeful
Gary
Mixon
Stinger" is the name thai
Mixon picked up for his
jolting hits he has been
applying to offensive ball
carriers
Jamie

Tomorrow's

Turevon against the Big Red's all-American goalie Dave

Similar tohockey, the offending players' team must plav a
man short until the penalty tune has elapsed, or until
his team gains possession of the ball and moves into (he
attacking area Any player committing live personal fouls is
expelled from the game
The game consists of four 15-nunute quarters and. in the
even) of a lie game, an eight minute overtime is played and
then sudden death to determine a winner

iiimiimiiimimiimmimmiiiim

teammates on the back foi .1
job well done
Mter that good catch he
made he ran hack to the
huddle
ami
immediately
congratulated Joe Babies for
a good pas. When the backs
make .1 good run from a
block iiu* line throws or even

WORKED

diligently with Ihe weights
during the off season to try
lo build his body up lor the
coming lootball campaign
He was also trying to build
up
his strength and his
power for
the
blocking
purposes
ol
his
most
demanding
tight-end
position
"His biggest adjustment
now is that he is Irving to
adapt to carrying the extra
pounds." said Coach Ron
('lnsm.11 Meczka. whose 6"
3" muscular frame bore 220
pounds from last year, saw
the scale jump about 15
pounds when he was weighed
in for spring drills
The fact that he is now 235
pounds did not hinder his

Decker must come back
strong on attack to help
Laddie Horyl 110 goals, five

THE CONTEST will also
feature a match-up between
two of the best goalies in the
Midwest. Lauri Turevon of
BG and all-American Dave
Wright of Denison
"We will just play a
thinking, composed, control
type of game and see what
happens.
Cochrane
concluded
The action gets under way
tomorrow at 2 p m in the
Stadium

The size ol the individual is not important as it is in some
sports and free substitution rules make it possible for many
men to play.

Sharon

blocking he is certainly, .1
lug earth mover when he sets
OUl
to
Up-end
lurking
defenders Meczka still has .1
lot to learn about (he rough
line play bill the experience
he got lasi yeai should help a
lot
•\ ver> modes! player who
wants everything good lo
happen for the team, be sins
away when il conies to
giving oul the glot y praises
1 jusi want to do good and
contribute my best ability 10
the team effort
Meczka
said
I'e
can
be
seen
frequently
in
practice

palling

Rod
Korba,
another
Denison all-American leads
the Big Red midfield and has
a great supporting cast

assists* and freshman Vem
Zabeck beat the Denison
defense.

pan and shoot.

Bulk look aids AAeczka
By KENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor

Cameron and Grimes play
on the midfield for BG and
need to be healthy to combat
what Cochrane thinks is
Denison strongest point, the
midfield

"IT WONT surprise me if
out midfield plays well."
said
Cochrane
"That's
where the game will be All
the other areas are pretty
even."
The BG midfields also
feature
some converted
attackmen Cochrane thinks
that they 1 Leif Elsmo. Paul
Wayne. Grimes and Cal
I'lzmam are doing a good
job
to
go
along
with
Cameron and Dave Ziparo.

Lacrosse can be described as a combination of football,
hockey, soccer, and even basketball There is the body

Green

Kenned) and Kathj Brad>
led Ihe women lu a sweep In
the single^ while Sue Goszyk
and Lee Dslon won at num
bei two doubles Pal Flem
in,1 ami Judy Pemberton won
in forfeit .11 first doubles
riic women's gob team is
scheduled lo compete in the
Indiana University Invita
tional this weekend

Ici.i.Hiding Hueston Woods
1 urse will add to the chal
lenge
There will be two changes
in the Falcons line up ,il
Ashland as Mike Gardiu 1
returns lo the number live

fkenny's korner

Howling

women 9 lennis team won its
second match ol the season
Wednesday
5-0 ovet Ohio
N01 Ihern li was the second
straight shin mil the women

some ol the stronger BigTen
Schools.' 1'ipel said The

a

has a gimpy leg that bothers
him
but
he's a
great
individual and doesn't let it
affect his play Wilcox will
guard him and it should be a
great individual match-up "

Each team consists of ten players one goalkeeper, three
delensemen, three midfielders and three attackmen During
the course of a game, each team must keep four players in
the defensive half of the field and three players in the

spiii and two yeai letterman
Scott Masters will make his
insi appearance ol the yeai
moving up in the number six

the favorite roles, although
Ashland may have the top
individual in 35 yeai old Jim
1'ildebrand
Klldebrand,
who
was
runner up in the Ohio Ama
teur
lasl
yen.
played
againsl Piper 111 years ago in
the state high school lourna
men) at Columbus
"He beai me then
Piper
said with a laugh, and he

Wilcox,

defenseman. will have the
task of guarding the Denison
all-Amerlean attackman Ted
Haynie. the feeder of the Big
Red offense
"Haynie is a fine, fine
player.' Cochrane said "H«

THE

outcome ol the game could
depend on how well several
injured
BG players can

ball upheld in lasl weekend's match against

Cameron. Bob Decker and
Bill Grimes are all hurting
lor the Falcons and all play
an important part in the
Falcons'game plan.

I'enneberry

1 fullback 1 is sporting two
stitches under his chin from
a cut he sustained in last
Saturday's
bang session
ilreg Brewton 1 tailback 1 has
a sore shin resulting from a
play in which he caught
someone's leg in practice
this week Roger Wallace
1 split-end 1 will be sidelined
for a few days after pulling a
leg muscle while running a
pattern
To keep him from getting
his bell rung anymore. Tony
Bell iwingbacki went and
had his face guard changed
Bell was getting tired of
seeing more forearms in his
eyeballs than open field to
run in

and Ihe resl of Ihe team will
be in Columbus for Ihe Ohio
Stale Relays
"It would have been a good
test for Dave and would have
enabled him lo find out
where he stands."
said
Coach Mel Brodt
"But
there's nothing any of us can
do about a cold
SO WOTTLE will have lo
wail until the end of Ihe season for a shot al Ryun or Von
Huden and Ihe lille of "the
number
one
miler
in
America "
What goes along with the
title, "number one miler in
America" '
For openers, the mile is
considered the glamor event
in track and field Wottle
found this out when he
became Bowling Green's
first sub-four minute miler
as a sophomore
He
gained
immediate
national
recognition
and
publicity
But Sid Sink.
NCAA steeplechase champion that year, had to wail
until he broke Ihe American
Steeplechase record before
he received similar attention
Then there is the intensity
of the publicity surrounding
the best miler in America
Take Jim Ryun as an example
WORLD RECORD holder
at 19, a sub-four minute
miler in high school. Ryun
has been hounded by reporters everywhere he went.
Ryun receives free shoes
and running equipment from
sporting goods companies
All top-notch runners do
That's the extent of the
material gam for a runner
Having your name all over
the sports page is the only
other material gain a runner
gets out of the sport.
Publicity, shoes and a
marketable
commodity,
fame, are bestowed abundantly upon one man-the
number one miler in America.
Apologies
to
Dennis
Leone, whose 197'3" winning
javelin performance was not
included in the story on the
BG-Kent dual meet.

The Bowling Green base
ball team sets out to capture
its first Mid-American Conference win of the season
when Ihey collide with Wes
tern Michigan in a three
game series al Kalamazoo
this weekend
The series opener gels
underway this allernoon al
3 30.
while
tomorrow's
games will
begin
at 11
a m and 3 30 pm
The Broncos will try to gel
their MAC schedule under

way again afler being rained
oul nl a three-game series
two weeks ago at Ohm
University.
WESTERN, spnrhng .1 1, 5
mark after Tuesday afternoon's :i I Inss In Michigan
State, has one ol the best
defensive
clubs
around,
spurting a H73 fielding aver
age in II contests
Firsl
baseman Bruce Mierkowicz
and
catcher
Tom
Vanderberg
have
been
playing errorless ball as
they lead the MAC in the
fielding departments

Irish pose threat
By DAN CASSEDAY
Sports Writer

singles Tom Lighlvoet and
number two singles Bill
Oudsema. who accounted for

Tomorrow's
match
al
Noire Dame could mark Ihe
first of two successive frus
trahng contests for Ihe Falcon lennis team
The netters face a perennially strong Fighting lush
squad al 2 p in followed by a
home match againsl Ohm
power Cincinnati next Friday

Ihe two points scored in lasl
year's match, may be hampered
Lighlvoet has had stomach
trouble recently and didn't
practice Thursday and Friday I'e went home to Kala
mazoo to rest before driving
to tomorrow's match

That doesn't make Falcon
coach
Bob Gill
overly
ecstatic at this stage of the
season, when his team is try
ing lo rebound from a disastrous 11 -4i spring trip
Bowling Green has won
two of the four matches
since then, looking good
while losing, according lo.
Gill, but playing unimpressively in this past Monday's 63 victory over
Eastern
Michigan
ITS PROMPTED Gill to
reconsider making any judgments about the Falcons
progress for a while.
"I've given up trying lo
figure out whether we're
coming on or not." the Falcon mentor stated He said
the team's unpredictable
play could become even less
likely to foretell after Ihe
matches with Notre Dame
and Cincinnati

Gill doesn't think the Falcon's chances of beating Ihe
Fighting Irish are much better than last year, when BG
lost 7-2. According to Gill.
Notre Dame returns all but
their number four singles.
The Falcons will also be in
trouble because number one

Oudsema
has
been
hampered by a slow start
The senior co-captain has
only a 1-8 record this season
after winning the second singles trophy al lasl year's
Mid-American
Conference
meet
The rest of the line-up will
be the one that started the
Eastern Michigan match
DAN RYAN, who has won
three out of his lasl four
matches, will start at number three singles The next
three singles players will be
Tim Hoover. Brad Malcolm
and Tim Howell. respectively
Doubles
partners
Lightvoet and Oudsema will
try to protect a five-game
win
streak.
Ryan
and
Malcolm will attempt to
extend a three-game string
at number two doubles, and
Kowell and Ron Dredge will
defend a 2-1 record at the
third doubles.
Although
Gill
doesn't
expect to win at Notre
Dame, he'll be watching to
see if strong competition
will psychologically affect
the play of the Falcons
He said he'll be watching
Oudsema especially. Gill
said Oudsema could be the
key to a possible Falcon
MAC championship.

Terry
Zirkle
and
Mierkowicz top ihe Bronco
regulars in hitting, with
Zirkle hitting at a 390 clip
while Mierkowicz carries a
262 mark
In the pitching department
Western sports sil
strong right-handers in Dave
Rice
Tim
May,
Larry
Kulscar Bill l.auber Mike
Yesh and Allen Wade Wade
and Yesh top Ihe won-loss
mark on Ihe stall with 3-1
slates, while Rice heads Ihe
earned run average charts
with a sparkling 0 64 ERA in
four outings
AFTER BEING silent for
mosl ol Tuesday s double
header with Michigan the
Falcons bats came alive
late in Hie nightcap to sal
vage a t>-t> tie with the
Wolverines after falling 8-1
in the opener Coach Don
Purvis is hoping thai Ihe Falcon bals will be alive this
weekend

1>

sporrs
Purvis lists Sieve Price
and Jim Meerpohl as definite
starters in this weekend's
series, while Mike Frilling
or Dan Hebel will go in ihe
other bailie
FRESHMAN
DICK
SELGO. gelling two hits in
four trips to the plate in
Tuesday's second game, has
been hilling Ihe ball well
recently, drawing praises
from Purvis, and should be
seeing a great deal of action
against Western this weekend
After the Western Michigan series,
the Falcons
return for a six-game home
stand, starting with Tuesday's doubleheader againsl
Ohio State Ohio University
will lock horns with the Falcons in a big three-game
MAC series next weekend,
and Eastern Michigan closes
out the home stand May 2

